
Lec 20 Star Contraction & Connectivity

#Graph contraction

constant fraction smaller

Graph partition := subgraph H= (V', E') with V'EV and E' =
{En,v3€Elu, vEV'3 viz. cut out verts and keep reasonable
edges

- cut edge if nEVi, NEV; , it;

Quotient graph is contracted, smaller graph

Supervert is vert in quotient that verts in orig graph "merged" to

1. Label for each part
2. Map from vert to their part label

General Contraction

BC Small graph > compute result
IC Contract Male quotient

- Partition
- Turn part into vert

= Pop inter al god centere (maybe remove dup)

Expand

# Edge contraction

Solve on contrasted graph

Get result for bigger graph

When each part is a vert or one edge.

First we need to fund matching

Repr

тар

Recur



→ Cardo: Paratel assignme lina, decisions
Com flip

e sequential, aways within
e to M if possible factor of a of optimal

Flip com for each edge, contract head sit no neighbouring edge is head

This gives constout fraction on some groph but not others

→ Cyde graph • each edge & prob contracted, so E contract t

→ Star graph X. then we only contract max I edge.
# Star Contraction

Each part looks like a star with center If satellites

→ Sequential: pick center, add all ubers as satellites, remove, repeat→ Random: flip coin on each vert, turn Hinto centers, for eachH, then turn T
That to contract inter eightienter

(G = (V, E)) =

TH = 2(n, v)EE I u tail a v head 3

* point sats to centers

Vc = VI domam (Ps)
Pc = E utu: nEVc3

(Vc, Ps UPc)

= center verts

= center contract to center

W= O(ntm)
5 = 0(Ign)

y with array seq

for G with n non-isdated verts, E satellites > 7

→

centers starPart
let

in

Fact

end

Cost



Contraction ag

starCoutract base expand (G=(V, E)) =
base Vif 1El =o then

else let
(V', P) = starPart (V, E)

R = starContract base expand (V', E')

expand (V, E. V', P, R)

Cost ( star contract until

Assume: Wbase = OCIvI)

Werpand = O(IVItIEl)
Sbase = 0(1)
Serpend = OC 1g (IVI+IEl)

W= O((mth) (gn) 5= 0(1g°n)

# Application: Gnaph Connectivity

Prob Given undirected G, fund all CCs by specifying them as vert cet
→ Could do BFS or DFS, but dow

Contraction alg

connectedComponents (G= (V,E)) =
if IEl = 0 then (V, EVIN: NEV3)
else let

(V', P) = starPart (V, E)
E' = ¿(PIn], PEU]) : (u,v)EE I PLu] ‡ P[V] 3
(v", C) = connectedComponents (V', E')

(uNU) EP3)(V", En → CIv]:

in

end

IEl = 0)

in

end


	



